P7647  PROJECT ELIMINATOR  (USA, 1991)
(Other titles: Eliminator)

Credits: director/writer, H. Kaye Dyal.
Cast: David Carradine, Frank Zagarino, Hillary English, Brett Clark.
Summary: Action/adventure film set in the contemporary U.S. Ex-Special Forces Vietnam vets John ‘Striker’ Slade (Zagarino) and Ron Morrell (Carradine) are hired as bodyguards by weapons designer Dr. Markson (Bryant) and his daughter Jackie (English). Dr. Markson has developed a flying laser that looks like a small flying saucer. Rogue FBI agent Elias (Clark), who also served with Slade and Morrell in Vietnam, and his associated mercenary thugs manage to kidnap the doctor and his daughter in order to get his hands on the laser and sell it the highest bidder. Slade and Morrell fight their way through the mercenaries to effect a rescue.
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